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AND SURFACE WEUXWG AT HIGH SLIDING VEIQC1321ES

By Edmond E. Bisson, Max A. Swikert, and Robert L. Johnson

The effect of chemioal reactivity of lubricant additives on
friction at high sliding velocities was investigated. The investi-
gation was conduoted with a kinetic-fkiction apparatus consisting
essentialJ-yof an elastically restrained spherical rider specimen
sliding on a rotating steel disk lubricate with cetane (normal
hetiecane ) containing lubricant additives of Mff erent chemioal
reactivities. The lubricant adaitives investigate were benzyl
chloride C6~2Cl, @ichlorobenzene c~4c12, free sulfur S,

benzyl disulfide (C@I~ )2S2, ~ phe~l mono~iae (C6~)2S.

The experiments were conductea over a range of sliding velocities
from 75 to 7000 feet per minute and with loads frcm 269 to 1017
wws (idtti Hetiz surf= stresses, 126,000 to 194,000 lb/sq in.).
Supplemental surfaoe studies were made using standard physicsl,
chemioal, and metallurgical equipment and techniques.
. .

The data indicatd that higher critical sliding velocities
were obtaind tith additives the active atams of which had the
~eatest chemical reaotivity; that is, greater reactivity allowea
operation at higher sliMmg velocities before lubrication failure
oocurrea. The effect on critical sliMng velooity of concent~-
tions of active”atcausbetween 1 and 10 percent was small indicating
that, within the limits of $he ex&riments, the factor of activity
of the inaitiati autive atoms was of more importance than the
number of such atcms available fa reaction. For all additives,
at velocities greater than the critical, the friction coefficient
increasea and surf%e weliiingoccurred. Increase in load, for one
concentration of sulfur atme, aeoreased-the oritical diai~
velocity. For both free sulfur and phenyl“monoSulfideadditives,
increase in initial Hertz surface stress decreased critical sliding
velocity as a linear funotion. Such a change is to k expecteclbecause
of the :ncreaseCitendency toward surface melding at higher surface-
contact stresses.
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2 IVACATN 2144

Rate of reaction between extreme-pressurelubricant additives
and sliMng surfacee was a factor of appreciable @ortance in
establishing qualit~ of lubrication obtained by use of additives
at high sliding velocities.

33WRODOCTION

The current trend in the selection of-aircraft power-plant
lubricants is to materials of low viscosity. The primary reason
for this trend, as discussed in detail in reference 1, is to satisfy
low-temperature operating and starting requirements. It may be
expected that such usage fl lead to difficulties because of low
10SJ3capacities obtained with the light oils. One means of compe-
nsatingfor the reduced load capacity.of the lighter oils is by the
use of extreme-pressurelubricant additives. Among others, the
authors of references 2 and 3 have summarized.the work in the field
of extreme-pressurelubrication. In these summaries, the gene-y
accepted hypothesis explaining the meohanism of action of additive
agents in lubrication is restated. This hypothesis involves chemical
combination of the active atoms of the additive agent with the metal
o~ the diahg surfaces to produce a protective coating. Under
ce~’tainconditions, however, lubricant-a&litive fallures have been
known to occnzr(references4 and 5); in these cases the additive Ma
not P5rform its intended function. For example, Blok (reference4)
indicates that, under the condition of impact load on gears, viscosity
is of prime importan:,eamong the oil properties that affect weeu?and
that, in such cases, ... the viscosity of oils cannot satisfactorilybe
replaced by such factors as antiwelding activity... This finding has
to be taken into account in the development of low viscosity oils
for hlgbly lcded gears.” Another emmnple of lubricant-additive
failure is described in reference 5; in eqjknation, an hypothesis
(whichmay also be applicable to the results of reference 4) is
advancea that the rate of chemical reaction between surfaces and
additives is a limiting factor h lubrication by extreme-pressure
additives of surfaces operating at high sliMng velocities. In
support of this Mmiting-rate @othesis, ~mnt~ e~~nce is
presented in referenoe 5 for solutions of sulfhr in cetane (normal
hexaaecme) hiiicating that increase in sliding velocities produced
lubrication failures. The lubrication failures Rsulted in increasea
friction and in surface welding.

The velocity at which lubrication failures cwcur my be callea
a critical sliding velocity. Criticsl sliding velocity is tie:ineil
therefo~ as that velocity corresponding to the conditions at which
surface welding begins and at whioh the trend of clecreasingfriction
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lWCA TN 2144 3

with increasing velocity is reversed.. Critical sliding velocities,
such as obtained in reference 5, may possibly be obtained in practi-
cal applications, particularly in aircraft propulsion systems because
of the emphasis on high speeds.

Because the available data that shuw the effect of sliding
velocity on lubrication failure are llmited (comprisingprincipally
that of reference 5), additional experimental evidence is required
to substantiate the hypothesis. Inasmuch as differences i.nthe
ohemioal reactivity of additives should markedly affect the critical
sliding velooity, investigation of additives of different rea@ivit y
should protide this additional information.

The @mary objeot of the research reported herein, which was
conduoted at the IW2A Lswis laboratory, is to detemine, for surfaces
lubricated with additives of the extreme-pressuretype, whether
change in ubemical reactivity could appreciably change the rate of
production of a protective film and thus appreciably change critical
sliding Velocity. A secox object is to determine the effects
on critical sliding velocity of concentmtion of the reactive ompound
and of load.

The kinetic-fiiotion oharaoteristios of steel specimens lu3ri-
oated with cetane end with cetane c~taining additives of the
exlmeme-pressure (antiweld)t= were experimentally determined.
The additives investigatedwere bezxzylchloride,~~ichlorobenzene,
free sulfur, benzyl disulfide, end phenyl monosulfide. Investigation
was made with loads frcm 269 to 1017 _ (126,000to 194,000 lb/sq
in. initial Hertz surface stress) at sliding velocities up to
approximately 7000 feet per minute. I&iction measunments were made
by an appara- that consistb basically of an elastically restrained
spherical rider sliding in a-spiral path on a rotating disk. The
rider was made to follow a spiral path to insure that it was at all
times contacting a virgin portion of the disk. The research is en
extension of that reported in references 5 to 7.

APPARATUS m PROCEDURE

The experimental friction and wear studies were oonduoted with
essentially the equipnent desoribed in reference 6. A dia~tio
sketch of the basic parts of the apparatus is presented in figure 1.
The principal elements of the ap~tus are the specimens, which are
ti elastically restrained spherical rider and a rotating disk. The
rider is so clampai that only 61iding results. The rider is loaded
by weights applied along the vertical axis of the rider holder.

.- .-4 --- ..-
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4 NACATN2144

Friction force between the rider and the disk is measured by four
strain gages mounted on a copp=r-beryllium@ammeter ring. The
force is indicated by either a recorUng- or an indicating-type
calibrated yatentimeter; a pemanent record of the force variation
is”obtained on movie film for subsequent analysis. The meff icient
of friction Ilk is cmputed from the equation

where F is the mama friction force and Y is the applied
nomal load.

A mohrdriven radisl-feed meohanism, calib~tea to indicate
mdial position”of the rider, causes the rider to traverse a spti
path on the rotating disk so that overlapping of the wear tracks
is abncnmd. (Overlappingoocnrs only when a wide traok is Po-
duced as a result of surface failure.) This spiral-type motion
pxluoes a most extreme oondition for lubrication by reactive com-
pounds beosnse there can be no cumulative effect of film fozmation
by successive oontacts of the same surface areas. The disk is
mounted on a flywheel,-which is supportea and locatea by thrust
“and -al lcadbesrlngs. The rotating disk is driven through a
flexible coupling by a hydraulic motor operating under essentially
oonstant preSSLlB2with Sped adjusted by ~ the flow of
~ic fmiia; tm mmngementd.lows good sWea control
(+2 ~rcent) over a range of slid& velocities between 50 and
18,000 feet per minute. The disk and the rider are coverea, per-
mitting the ~opsration atmosphere of dries air to be slightly
Pressurizes. In these experiments, the dry air flows over the
disk specimens to dry the disk surface before the liquia lubricants
are applie& In @er to decrease lubricant evaporation, air flow
is not -d~a duringthe experhnecnt.

The system for dr@ug the air for the Preopsmtion atmosphere
oonsists of a filter tube 48 inohes long containing surgiosl odtcn~
six sili--gel dry5ng tubes, and sa 8-inch tube containing aotivated
alumina b series. Air is sup@ie& by the laboratory compressecl-
air system.

In conducting the experiments, the disk is rotateilat a pre-
aete-ed speed and, by means of a cam arrmgemnt, the loadea
riser is lowered onto the dialsas the radial fees is staea. AS

~ the rider traverses the disk, friotion force is observes and
reooraeti;disk rotative speea-is &etemine& with an electrlo
revolution omrnter and a synctizea t*r. - The run @ teminatea

.
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by lifting the rider from the disk surfaoe. “The friction runs are
obtained in a the interval of 3 seconds. The mean sliding velooity
for the experiment was computed fram the reoorded disk rotative
speed and the mean diameter of the rider path. Change in diameter
of the rider path on the disk resulting from the radial travel of
the’rider oaused a maximm deviation in sliding velooity of approxi-
mately 3 percent from the mean value. An unworn area of a rider was
used in eaoh run.

As reported in referenoe 6, uncontrolled variables,~Such as
wear of the rider, natural frequenoy of the mstzaining assembly,
and vibrations induced by the rlrivingmechanism, had no appreciable
effect on the aoouraoy of the data.

The physioal and physicoohemioal conditions of the surfaces
of the resesroh spechens were studied before and after the sliding-
friction experiments”by means of surface-roughnessand surface-
hamlness measurements as well as metsllographio techniques. During
the e~riments, no measurable ohange in surfaoe hardness occurred.
Beoause of the mass surface welding that occurred and consequent
extreme surface roughness, surfaoe-fitishmeasurements were
insignificant.

The friction data ~sented. are oomplete data from representa-
tive experiments for eaoh lubricant-additiveoonibination.In all
but isolat~ oases, the limit of reproducibility in friction ooef-
fioient was + 0.03 and, in genersl, was considerably less.

The experiments were conducted over an approximate range of
sliding velocities from 75 to 7000 feet per minute. The experiments
were o-cted in this rmge because of the general bck of infor-
mation in this field at slidimg velocities greater than approximately
1200 feet per minute and because the sliding velocities attained in
airoraft propulsion systems‘are in this nnge or M@=.

For oanparison pzrposes, a load of 269 grams is used for most
of the ourves presented beoause the initial Hertz surface stress
prcduced (126,000 lb/sq in.) is in the range of stresses commonly
attained in airomft +ngine components that require lubrication.
For exm@e, this stress is representative of those obtatied in
reduotion gearing and in rolling oontact bearings as well as
ordinary surfaoes in oontaot under ncminal loads. As disoussed
in more detail in referenoe 8, surfaoes under nominal load and
large apparent areas of contact oan have stresses at the looalized
Contaut areas that are equal to the yield strengths (flow pressures)
of the materials.
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ADDITIVES AND FIUCTIOH SPECIMZZW
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The additives used in this investigationwere benzyl chloride
P*cMorobe~ene C6~C12, free ~ s, ad be~ylC6~H2C1) _

~sdfide (C6~w2 )2s2> phenyl monosulfide (C6H5)2S. These

additives represent some generally employed (references2, 9, and
10) and some that are relatively nonreactive, for comparison purposes.
These oompounds were of the highest chemical purity obtainablefrm
commercial sources.

In the friction experiments reported herein, the additive
compti were mixed with cetane, purified acoording to the procedure
given in reference 5. The desired concentration (1, 5, or 10 per-
cent by weight) was obtained by adding to the cetane the quantity
of the additive compound indicated by consideration of the propor-
tion of sulfur (or chlorine) theoretically present in the add$ti~.
This concentmtion wi31 hereinafter be called the weight concen-
tration of sulfur (or chlorine).

Tk. relative reactivities of the chlorine compounds,
p-dichlorobenzeneand benzyl chloride, are qualitatively indioated
~n reference 10, which indicates that “... In the ease of the
p+ichlorolenzene the chlorine is not I.ahile,being attached to
~clear oarbon, and this compound shows little or no E .P. [extreme
pressure] Proprties.: In comparison,withthe relatively low
reactivity of ~+iohlorobenzene, reference 10 states that “The very
marked suprior E J?.-properties of ... benzylnchloride are due to
the extreme lability of the chlorine atoms...

The comparativereaotivites of the.chlorine additives,
“@ichlorobenzene and benzyl chloride, are quantitativelyshown
in table 1. In this case, the activity was determined by reacting
a 10-percent+y-weight solution of each cmnpound in white oil with
an excess of iron win in a closed ampule for 16 hours. At the end
of the 16-hour period of time, a determinationwas made of the
amount of chlorine that had reacted with the iron wire. The results
of table I show that benzyl chloride was appreciably more reactive
than the p-dichlorobenzene;no reaction with the iron w&e of the
p-dichlor=benzenecould be detected.even at the maximum temperat~
Ynvesti@ted (3000 C).

The compamtive reactivities of the sulfur additives,“free
sulfur, benzyl disulfide, and phenyl monosulfide were determined
by reacting, ti.thiron wire, solutions of each additive in cetane
for 20 minutes at 225° C. In each case, the sulfur weight concen-
tration was O.5 percent. The activity of - cetane tuward iron

●
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wire was also determined for comprison purposes. The results are
presented in table J3. The data, obtained as weight increases of
the iron wire, indicate that free sulfur is more reactive than
benzyl disulfide, which is in turn more reactive than phenyl
monosulfide. The pure cetane showed no activity toward the iron
wire under these conditions. Data of reference 2 relating to the
reactivity of the sulfur additives, benzyl disulfide and phenyl
monosulfide, when mixed in solution with SAE 90 oil and exposed to
iron powder for ’15minutes at 250° C, support the results of
table II. These data show that benzyl diaulfide is appreciably
more reactive than phenyl monostil.fide.

Although table II shows an appreciable difference in reactivity
between free sulfur and benzyl disulfide for a 20-minute pericd,
unpublished data obtained at this labomtory for shorter periods of
time indicated that free sulfur is only slightl~ more reactive than
benzyl &iSulfide at temperatures of 204° to 225 C; the sulfur
weight concentrations of these additives were 0.5 and 1.0 percent.

For the friction experiments, the lubricants were hanaled at
all times in glasswan cleaned in chromic acid - sulfuric acid
cleaning solution and were deposited on the disk specimen by drops
from a clean platinum dipper. After the lubricant had spread over
the whole surface, the disk was rotated at the maximum speed of the
experiment (approximately2500 rpu) for 5 minutes to throw off
excess lubricant and leave only a very thin film. All experiments
for one disk were completed within 1 hour of deposition of the film
in otier to eliminate evaporation of the film as a vtiable. I?re-
liminary experhents indicated that evaporation of the film was
not a factor affecting reproducibility if the runs were obtained
within the l-hour periml.

Preliminary experiments also indicated the effect of time on
the lubricating ability of lubricants formed by adding chlorine
compounds to cetane. The usual practice was to perform duplicate
experiments with a given lubricant, using the same batch of lubri-
cant solution. The elapsed time between the duplicate experiment
was in the range of 2 to 4 hours, with the first experiment being
oompleted within 1 hour after the lubricants were mixed. The data
from seve= sets of runs showed poor reproducibility between
duplicates, and the seoond set of data in all oases indicated lower
friction values than were observed during the initial run. When
time delay in the use of the lubricants was reduced by use of a
new batoh of lubricant solution for each run, reproducibility of
the data became satisfactory. A possible explanation of this time
effect may be found in the fact that chlorine atoms in hydrocarbons

.-— .—.—-——— -.. —.— —.— .. ——. ..——



8 NACA TN 2144

in the praiuce yolar compounds (reference11) that improve the
lubricants; apparently from these results, the formation of polar
compcands in periods of time greater than 1 huur is encugh to
affect reprcdncibility adversely.

As pointed out in references 6 and 7, careful preparation of
spec~ns was found to,be the most hqmrtant single requisite for
success in the experiments. The disk specimens were finished and
cleaned according to the detailed procedure given in reference 6.
The disk surfaces were so finished as to minhize surface working
and to give a uniform nondirectional surface finish with a rough-
ness of 3 to 6 microinches rms as measured with a Profilometer.
The 13-inch outside+iameter disk specimens were of no~ized
SAE 1020 steel, Rockwell A-SO. The rider specimens used were
ccmmeroial WZLs, l/4-inoh in diameter of SAE 1095 steel hardened
to Rockw&U C-60. They were not su%~ected to laboratory fini.sbing
operationsbefore use but were cleaned and rinsed in 190-woof
ethyl alcohol.

.

RESULTS AND DISWSSIOM

Data from the experiments made tith various chlorine and
sulfur additives for a number of concentrations,along with
cumpamtive data, are presented in figures 2 to 9. The effect
of sliding velocity on the friction coefficient of specimens
lubricated by pure cetane is shown in figure 2 (fig. 2 of ref-
erence 5). This owe is inoluded for purposes of subsequent
comparisontith aU tb additive data to be presented because all
the additives were mixed with octane. Surface damage by welding
ocourretiat W velocities for the runs with pure cetane as the
lubricant.

Chlorine compounds. - The effect of sliding velocity on”the
friction coefficient of benzyl chloride and T-diohlorobenzenewith
concentrationas a parameter is shown in fi@&e 3. Figure 3(a)
sham the results with benzyl chloride, figure 3(b) with
@ichlorobenzene, and figare 3(c) is a comparison of the two
compounds at the three concent~tions investigated.

Worn the data of figure 3(a), for chlorine weight
concentrations of 1, 5, and 10 p=roent from benzyl chloride,
the curves of friction coefficient show similar trends, whioh
inolu.decharacteristicbreak points. These break points,
corresymd to the critical sliding velocities as previously
defined. The oritical sliding velocities (based on both friotion ‘
data and surface welding) are indioated on these and all subsequent

.
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curves for which a critical sliding velocity exists. The particular
shapes of these curves as well as those of figure 3(b) are based cm
the actual data plus additional evidence, which wi.11.be discussed
in more detail.later in this report.

It can be observed (fig. 3(a)) that increased concentration
results in decreased friction coefficient although the effect of
change of concentration frcm 5 to 10 percent is relatively small.
The critical sliding velocities appsar to be affected little by
concentration change frmn 5 to 10 percent, although the data
soatter makes it difficult to make such an obsenation with
certainty; the curve for l-percent weight concentmxbion,however,
has a break point at a lower sliding velocity than the higher
concentrations.

The curves of the friction coefficient for ohlorine weight
concentrations of 1, 5, and 10 percent from @iohlorobenzene, in
figure 3(b) are of the same-general form and exhibit trends s~
to the curves of figure 3(a). For ~+ichlorobenzene, however, the
upward trend of the friction coefficient is marked. Inoreased
concentration again.msults in decreased friction ooeffioient and, .
in these cases, results in slight increases in the oritical sliding
velocities.

A com~ison of results from the two chlorine oompounds,
benzyl chloride and @ichlorobenzene at various chlorine weight
concentrations is shown in figure 3(c\; also included is the curve
for pure cetane from figure 2. A shnplified comparison of the
critical sliding velocities for both these chlorine compounds is
made in table III. These data show that the critical sliding vel-
ocities are l&er for p-dichlorobenzenethan forbenzyl chloride
for all concentrations: This result agrees with the premise that ,
a campound of greater reactivity should have higher critical vel-
ocity and with the known reactivities of the two compounds, that
is, the oompound of greater reactivity, benzyl ohloride, showed tb
higher critical velooity for each concentration. For example, at
a chlorine weight concentration of 1 percent, the critical slidi~
velocity “isapproximately 900 to 1000 feet per minute with
p+iichlorobenzeneand the critical sliding velocity is approximately
~500 to 1600 feet per minute with the more reactive benzyl chloride.
This agreement of the critical sliding velocities with the known
reactivities of the two’additive compounds substantiatesthe
limiting-rate hypothesis relative to etireme-~ssure lubrication
at high sliding velocities.

The data of figure 3(c) show that, fon all concentrations
except l-percent benzyl chloride, the friction coefficients are

.- _ ——__.— .
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in the same geneml zmge at velocities greater than approximately
3500 feet per minute. The friction coefficients are also in the
same geneml range at velocities less than the critical.

The data of figure 3 and table III for various concentrations
also indicate that, within the limits of the experiments at the
concentrationsused, the factor of reactivity of the chlorine atms
available for rsaction is of greater importance than the nuniberof
such atoms available for reaction. With one exception, increase in
the concentration (from 1 to 10 percent) of chlorine atoms of equal
aotivity had, in general, relatively little effect on the oritical
sliding velocity; whereas increase in reactivity for equal con-
centration had appreciable effect on this critical velocity. The
one exception is for l-percent chlorine from benzyl chloride;
clifference between 1-and S-percent chlorine weight concentrations
caused an appreciable dange in oritical sliding velocity. As an
exaqil-eof the relative effeots of concentration and reactivity,
the data of figure 3 and of table 33X show that, for the maximm
concentration (10 percent) of the less reactive compcund
p+ichlorobenzene, the critical sliding velocity was still lower
%lan for the midmmm concentration (1 percent) of the more reactive
oompound benzyl chloride. The afitical sliding velocities for
10 percent p+icbloro%enzene and 1 percent benzyl chloride in cetane
are 1100 to—32!00and 1500 to 1600 feet per nd-nute,respwtively. ,

Consideration of these tits on the basis of molecular concentration
rather than weigh% concentration does not change this general
observation.

,

AS previously mentioned, the shyes & the CI.UTIM C& figure 3 were
based on the actual data plus additional evidence. Because the gener-
ally accepted hypothesis suggests that the protective fih formed
thruugh the use of an extreme-pmssure additive of the chlorine type
is a chloride, a search was made for information on prepared chloride
films. Reference I-2presents curves for prepared films of chloride
on steel; these curves are plots of static friction coefficient
against temperature. Plots of friction coefficientagainst velocity

.

.

for a film of ferrous chloride FeC12 on steel me included in
referenoe 7. F@& 4 shows @ts of these data frcm references 7
and 12. Whensas the friction data of figure 4(a) (fig. 1 of
reference I-2) are @tted against temperature instead of sliting
velocity, these curves sxe in general, quite similar to the curve
figure 4[b) (from fig. 7(c~ of ref’e~nce 7) in that each of these
curves shows two minimm points ‘hnda mximzm point. In geneml,
because heat generation at the contacting surfaoes is directly
dependent on sliding velocity, the tempsratum at the sliding eur-
faces will increase with velocity of the sliding surfaces; conse-

of
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.

quently, it is permissible to make a general ccmqz9riscnof trends on
this basis. The abrupt changes in trend of the curves of figure 4
comfoming to zones 1-2 or 3-4 may indicate danges in structure a
actual phase changes of the fiXn.

The sha~s of the curves in figure 3 are gene- similar to
the shapes of the curves of figure 4; similsm changes in trend and
madmmm and mininuzmpoints appear in most cases. In all probability
therefore the trends indicated by the curves of figure 3 are reason-
able. It’is yossible that the films formed bT the additives in
these experhents at velocities greater than the critical were inef- .
fective with respect to preventing surface welding although they
may have been effeotive in influencing friotion.

A series of photomicrogmphs of we= seas on rider specimens
after friotion runs at various sliding velocities with octane con-
taining chlorine from benzyl chloride is shown in figure 5. The
appearame of these wear areas is genemlly representative of all
wear axeas obtdped in runs with additive lubrtoants reported
herein. The general extent of the damage that results from welding
at 81iai~ velocities equal to or greater than the critical
velocity and also the smooth sliding and lack of dsmage at sliding
velocities less than the critical sre shown in figure 5. These
results are in agreement with the results reported in reference 5,
which shows that lubrication failures eonsistin$ of inoreased
friotion, abnomal surface disturbance, or both, oocurred in a
similar manner when the additive was free sulfur. As previously
mentioned, the velocity at which the lubrication failure of ref-
erence 5 takes place is &fined in the same manner as the critical
sliding velocity of this report,

The photomiorographs of figure 6 show the track worn on a
dis”kat a sliding velocity less than critical and a track worn
the disk during operation at a velocity greater than critical.
appearance of these wear tracks is generally re~sentative of
wear tracks obtained in runs with additive lubricants reported
herein. This figure again indioates the general extent of the
@& by welding that takes place at velocities greater than

on
The

critical and the lack of damage at velocities less than critical.

IYom these data, it is ap~nt that rate of reaction between
c’hlorineadditives and diaiu surfaces is an important factor in
lubrication by these additives and that increased reactivity can
serve to maintain adequate lulmication (inoluding protection from
welding) to higher slidi~ velocities. Whenever sliding velocities
are in a range such that lubrication by certain addltives is tipossi-
ble because reaction cannot progress sufficiently to pr@uce an

-.. — .————.—,...— —..-.. .— —.. —... . . . .. ——----— —— -—--— —— ------ -——-- ---—— ----—
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effeotive low-shear-strengthfilm, the critioal sliding velocity
oan be inmeased %y utilization of an additive of greater
reactivity.

sulfur oompomdS - The data of table II show that the dif-
ference in reactivity“of free sulfur (or lenzyl disulfide) and
phenyl nmnosulfide is apprec~hle. As previously stated, free
sulfur is only slightly more reaotive than %enzyl distil.fideunder ,
conditions of shorter time increments than those of table II.

Data frcm referenoe 5 on the effeot of sliding velocity on
friction for steel surfaoes lubricated with octane containing
sulfur from either benzyl disulfide or free sulfur are shown in
figure 7. In eaoh case, the sulfur weight concentrationwas
0.5 peroent. The approximate critioal sliding velocities are ~
indioatetlin figure 7 and are ~so tabulated in table IV under the
269-- load. These data show that the slight difference in
reactivities of the sulfnr atoms from these two sources is such
that the oritical sliding velooity is slightly different. The
more reactive sulfur atoms (from free sulfur) show slightly higher
critical diabg velooity as well as sligh%ly lower values of
friotion ooeffioient in a rsmge of sliding velocities where the
u= trend of the ourves is.most prononn.oed.

The data of figure 8 show a ocmparison of results o%tained
with cetane containing sulfur frcm the two souroes, free sulfur and
phenyl monowiae . The sul+nr weight oonoent=tion was O.5 percent.
Loads of 519 (fig. 8(a)) and 1017 (fig. 8(b)) _ were used iri~der
to make the lubrication failure or critioal sliding velocity more
apparent. These loads result in initiel Hefiz stresses of 155,000 and
194,000 younds per square inch, respectively. A simplified compri-
son of the critioal sliding velocities for both these sulfur
additives is male in table IV. These data show that the cmitiosl
sliding velooity is appreoiahly lower for phenyl monosulfid.ethan
it is for free sulfur at leads of both 519 and of 1017 grams. With
the.51.9-gramload (fig. 8(a)) in the region at velocities slightly
greater than the oritioal, in which the upwami trend of ths ourves
is most =ked, the more reactive sulfur atoms (frm free sulfur)
also show values of friction cafficient lower than those-for phenyl
monosulfide. Very little clifference in friction coefficient is
shown, however, (fig. 8(b)) h this same region with the 1017-gram
load. #.

The clifference in critioal gliding velocities, which is quite
marked at %oth loads, correspondsto the known ohemioal reactivities
of these COmpOUIldSj that is, sulfbr atoms of greater reactivity

.

.

.

,
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(from fme sulfhr) show the’higher oritical sliding velocity. This
~ement of ofiti~~ slidQ velocities tith the known reactivities
of the two additive oompuunds further subs~tiates the limiting-
rate hypothesis relative to extreme-pressurelubrication at high
sliding velocities.

A ccqarison is made in figure 8(o) of free sulfur and phenyl
monostilfideat the two loads of 519 and 1017 grams. These data
and that of table IV show that inorease in load decreases the
critical sliding velooityj the change in oritical sliding velooity
is not, however, a linear function of load. b any oonside~tion
of the severity of conditions at the oontact area, magnitude of the
applied load is less important than the resulting surface stress
(pressure).\The Hertz equations (whioh assume elastic defcnmation)
for calculation of the initial surface stress at the point of oontict
show that the stress is ~oportional to the cube root of load.
Critioal sliding velocity is shown in fimre 9 as a function of the
initial Hertz s&zl%ce st~ss for both ~-e sulfur and phenyl mono-
&lfide. Figure 9 shows that the function is linear under these
conditions and that oritical sliding velocity &creases linearly “
with ipcrease of initiel Hertz surface stress. This trend is to
be expeoted,because of the increased tendency toward surfaoe weld-
ing at higher surface oontact stresses.

During any run of 3-seconds duration, the initial rapid wear
of the spsrical rider speoimen can ohange the apparent area of
contad and consequently can change the localized oontact surface
stress (pressure)from the value Cdctitea by use of the Hertz

equations to a value approac~ the yield strength of the softer
of the two outacting mterials. The softer of the @terials used
in this investigationhas a @eld strength of 65,000 pounds per
square inch. Whereas the initial Hertz surface stresses“offigure 9
vary from 126,000 to 225,000 pounds pr square inch, localized con-
tact surface stress at the conclusion of all runs would tend to
approach the value of 65,000 pounds per square inch. In spite of
this oonstancy of final surface stress, initid surfaoe stress”pro-
bably @ays an important role in deterdning whether welding is to
take place. Tlnzs,if the initial Herb surface stress is high
enough to cause welding, subsequent reduction in severity of surfaoe
conditions may nut prevent further damage because the initial weld-
ing may contribute to progressive surfaoe failure.

.

— — --—-—————--.. . . .. ———-— — . .
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SUMWIRYOFREWIZ?S

The effech of additive reactivity on extreme-~ ssure
lubrication was studied tith a kinetic-frictionappratus consist-
ing of a spherical rider sliding on a rotating disk, which was
lubricated with oommn chlor~ and sulfur compcunds in cetane.
Experiments were made over a range of sliding velocities from 75
to 7000 feet per minute with loads frcm 269 to 1017 grams (initial
Hertz surfaoe stress 126,000 to 194,000 lb/sq in.). Supplemental
studies were made using~ I@sical, Ohemical, and meta-
llurgicalequipment and techniques. The follm results were #
observed:

1. Greater chemical reactivity of the active atoms frmn
various additives resulted in a higher critical diaing velooity,
that is, a higher velooity was attained before lubrication failures
(comprisingincrease in friction and surface welding) 000urrea.
TMs result ftwther substantiatedthe limiting-rate hypothesis
melative to extreme-pressurelubrication at high sliding velocitids.
Analysis of the data indicated that mite of reaction between extreme-
pressure lubri~t additives and sliding surfaces is a factor.of
importance in e-blishiqg the effectiveness of lubrication by
additives at high sliding velocities.

2. Data obtained with various concent~tions of a nnmber of
additives indicated that, within the Mmits of the experiments,
a factor of more importancethan the tier of aotive atoms avail-
able for reaction was that of activity of these aotive atms.
Differericein concentration (from 1 to 10 percent) of active atoms
of equal activity haaless effect on the value of critical sliding
velocity than an inorease in activity of the atoms for equal
oonoentration.

3. For all additives, the existence of a critical sliding
velocity where the friction coeffiuient-increaqed and surface wela-
Ing occurredwasverified.

4. Increase in load, for one mncentration of sulfur atoms,
decreased the critical sliding velooity. For both free sulfur and
phenyl monosulfide additives, increase in initial Hertz surface
stress decreasea critical diaiu vdoaity as a linear function.
Such a ohange is to be expected lecause of the increased tendency
towaxd’surface welding at higher surface contact stresses.

P
C)&
UI

=WiS ~i@t ~O@iOU Labo=tory,
Hational fldvis~ Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio, January 25, 1950.
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TABLE I - COl@ARATIW REMXTWCIES OF ~ ADDITIKE+

.

Additive
(10 pereent
by weight in
white oil)

~-Diohlwo-
benzene

Benzyl
ohloride

?
Theoretic@ Peroenta.geof available
total chlor- chlorine reacting with
ine in blend iron wire in16 hours
(proent) I TemPmture ,‘C I

I 100 200 I 300 1
4.83 --- --- 0

2.80 89 72 97

%ata obtained tlmough oourtesy of Shell Development Ccmpany,
Emez+ville,.California.

TABLE II - COMPARATIVE~ OF SUIIFURADDlZlXW3S

[Aotivitydete~ed by reaoting, with iron wire, solutions of
eaoh additive in octane for 20 minutes at 225° C~

SQlutions original Weight of Increase Increase Appearance
weight iro&after in (peroent) of iron
of iron heating in weight wire .

(-) s~l~ of iron
(-)

).5-psroentfree 0.3284 0.3290 0.0006 0.18 Uniform

J’ulflmtn blue-black

%tane ●
coating

).5-peroent 0.3282 0.3286 0.0004 0.12 Ncmuniform

nilfllrfrom brown-blacl

]enzyldimilfide coating

i.ncetane

).5.Perqent 0.3283 0.3283 0.0000 0 Very
rulfurfrom slightly

tlenyl tarnished

mnosulfide in
~etane

bre cetane 0.3280 0.3280 0.0000 0 undmged

%leanea in alcohol and dried. .

●

.—
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TAIXLEIII- EFT!’ECTSOF CONCENTRATION ON

CRITICAL SLIDING VELOCITIES OF CHLORINE ADDITIW@

]Approximate oritical sliding velooity, ft/min I

Chlorine weight oonoentration, percent

1 5 10

Benzyl uhloride 1500 -1600 2000 - 2200 2000 -2100

p-Dichlorobenzene 900 -1000 1000 -11.00 Imo -1200

%alues based on both friotion data and surface welding.
Load, 269 grams.

!MBm Iv-lmmtis OF AI’iDLOAD ON

—

CR13!ICAL

SIJDISiTG VELOCITIES OF 8ULJ?ORADDZLZVl@

Additive Appro_te critioal sliding velooity, ft/min
(O.5-percent sulfur Load, grams
weight oonoentration)

269 519 1017

Ben.zyldisulfide 800 - 900 --------- ---------

IWee sulfur 1000 800 - 900 600 - 700

Phenyl monosulfide -“------- 400 - 500 300 -400

%iLues based on both friction data and surfaoe welding.

.—,.-._.._ —...—,—- .— .—-. ~—. .- .—-— ——-—. ---.—--—— ---——-
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(a) Effect of bulk temperature on static friction. (Fig. 1
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of referenoe 12.)
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(b) Effectof velocity on kinetic friction. Load 269 grams.
(From fig. 7(c) of reference 7.) .

Figure 4. - Correlation between effects on friction of temperature and
velocity for chloride films on steel surfacesa Zones 1-2 and 3-4 may
indioate ohanges in structure or actual phase change~ of film.
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Figure 7. - Effeot of sliding velooity on friction for steel surfaoes lubricatedwith octane
oontainin

7
s,ulfurfrcandifferent additives. Load, 269 grams (initialHertz stress, 126,000

lb/sq in. ; theoretical sulfur wei@t oonoentration,0.5 peroent, (Data from fig. 8 of ref-
erence 5.)
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